Daily Reflection, June 2015

Teacher on The Manner of the Dance
Greetings, my dears! Greetings! I am Teacher and I have been coming forth to
speak with you, those of you who are interested in expanding your manner
living to the fullest and brightest and most loving manner possible. Yes, you
who are receiving these words, you who are actually calling forth these words.
And it is my pleasure to deliver them to you!
Let’s begin by speaking a bit about what is called the manner of the dance.
That is, how you experience your journey within the cause and effect. Oh.
You wanted something more esoteric? Well, this is exactly esoteric. Couldn’t
get more spiritual if we tried. In fact, as most of you know, I am quite fond of
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saying that you simply cannot make yourself be spiritual. You are who you
are, a glorious being living within humanity incarnate, with all its pleasures,
opportunities and challenges. Why you are spirituality itself!
Then the dance, the way you experience your lifely journey is an expression of
who you are. Do you see? The manner of your dance, the way you dance
doesn’t flow forth as a result of what is occurring in your cause and effect. You
might be led to believe that simply because when something wonderful
happens, you dancing feet find their dancing shoes. Yet there is more to this
journey, isn’t there.
The more that you discover and reside within the real you, that you who has
been waiting for the fog to settle, for the make-believe to step aside… now what
do I mean by “the make believe”? You know. The practice of deciding who you
will be, creating a persona, and then acting as if that is the real you, including
purchasing clothes that the projected persona might wear and all the rest. As
if you are acting upon a stage, trying to convince the world and yourself that
this is the real you, the projected created persona. But as I have been saying,
you are so much more. In fact, any projection or creation that you might come
up with will never be as great and wonderful as the real you.
So then, let’s continue. The more that you discover the real you by setting
aside, by daring to set aside that which you have made believe you are, the
more you experience something quite wondrous, something that has been a bit
illusive, and that is your inner peace. And it is upon your inner peace that the
real you can peek his or head out and take a look around.
The real you has a purpose and knows that there is a purpose much greater
than making money, finding the right partner, or living in the right geographical location. Now all of those wantings are valid. I am not saying that they are
not. However. Yes, however, the real you knows that once you begin to live…
to really live in the present moment and continue to discover the real you, the
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more the dance becomes one of delight, effortless, joyful, abundant with
fulfillment in all ways.
Now this doesn’t exactly mean that the external word, the external journey has
changed itself so that you can dance this glorious dance. More so, it is the
other way around, you see. The more that you allow your real self to emerge,
the more that you dare to experience the present moment as the real you, and
the more that your dance becomes spontaneous in response to the delight and
joy of that which is being created in the moment… then! Yes, then the external
world matches itself to your dance. Do you see?
So many have studied manifestation techniques. And they worked for a while,
didn’t they. And then they didn’t and you couldn’t make your bank account
grow the way you wanted it to, you couldn’t make anything manifest and you
tried to figure out what you were doing wrong. Well the answer was that you
weren’t doing anything wrong. What happened?
Well, it is this. The one who was trying to manifest was your false persona,
that of you that you made believe you were. And that is why you experienced
an emptiness in your dance. The key word is false, as in false persona.
But! Here is the good news! The real you knows, knows without studying or
practicing techniques. The real you knows that the dance, the way you
experience your journey, then determines the way physicality will manifest for
you. It is this, my dears. The world will make itself to your liking. What does
that mean, exactly? This.
The world, the physical world will match your dance in order to give to you that
which you are dancing about, that which you are calling forth simply because
you are whole, because you are truth itself. And the dance that carries your
truth through your journey is one of spontaneous fulfillment even before there
is made manifest that which you would feel fulfilled about. That means that
the manifesting of fulfillment is simultaneous with your dance of celebration,
your dance of celebrating fulfillment in the moment.
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The real you, your real self, that one who has been waiting for this moment to
emerge and live, to explore with wonder what this journey is all about, that
one… you, dance the real dance without even trying to do just that. Your
steppings are the real dance. Do you see? The real you can do none other than
dance the real dance, one of celebration of fulfillment in the moment. And as I
have been saying, at the very same moment, physicality manifests you for you.
Now isn’t that just marvelous? Of course it is! Then you might be wondering
what you do in order to reside in that moment. And the answer is simple, my
dears. The answer to that wondering is why I have come forth to speak with
you in this little chat. It is this.
Begin right now to let go of who you have created yourself to be…to your own
self. Let go until you feel bare of descriptions. Reside in that moment, in that
you and then! Then, as that real you, begin to dare to go forth. Go forth firstly
in nature. Allow nature to get to celebrate the nude you, the real you without
those beliefs of who you are supposed to be. You see, that “supposed to be”
journey is over now. And aren’t you relieved? Think about that. No more
pretending to be somebody.
What’s left? Relaxation. Peace. Joy. Laughter. Ease… ease of being, of living.
It’s called becoming real… with yourself, honest… with yourself, true… to
yourself. It’s what you love the most, my dears. That moment when you can
truly relax and simply be. That moment is just waiting for you. I’ll meet you
there, my dears. I will meet you there.
Until we speak again, I am Teacher and I am most pleased to be speaking with
you in this manner!

Note: If you enjoy the teachings of Teacher, you might also enjoy our monthly
channeled Mystical Gold Classes, where Teacher, Merlin, Expanded Conscious
and many other energies come forth to teach, guide us into deep journeys,
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make vibrational tones to clear patterns, and so much more! Find out more
about our classes: www.prettyflower.us/MysticalGold.html If this link doesn’t
work for you, copy and paste it in your browser.
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